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“The Whole Community” 

A Sermon by the Rev. Dr. Stephanie May 

First Parish in Wayland 

November 17, 2019 

 

One of my first memories of church is legs. Legs in skirts. Legs in pants. After all, if you are 

half the size of many of those in a congregation, what do you see moving through the 

building? Legs! 

 

As children, our legs chased each other around the Sunday School classroom or through the 

building. As youth, our legs collapsed on the couches of the Youth Room or climbed into the 

church bus for a mission trip somewhere.  

 

I loved church. I belonged there. 

 

In the tradition in which I was raised, all ages stayed in the service for the hour. In those 

hours as a child, I learned songs that still rise in me as wordless humming on happy days. 

And, I learned to improve my doodling on the corners of the order of the service as I half-

listened to the sermon. Whenever the preacher talked about the meaning of words in the 

original Greek, my ears perked up. Years later when I took Greek in college, I was thrilled! 

 

Despite my childhood love of church, I did not consistently bring my own son to church. 

Between divorce and grad school, there was a lot of instability in my life when my son was 

young. But there was one year that we attended regularly.  

 

We were living in Michigan and my son was in kindergarten. Having just returned to the 

area, I felt lonely and longed for community. Very soon after we began attending the local 

liberal church, a warm, kind woman with a son slightly older than my own invited us back 

to their house for brunch. Apparently, we were not the first to be invited, but I was one of 

the few to accept…again and again and again. For weeks and then months, we would sit 

together in church, then head back to my new friends’ house for brunch. The boys would 

play Legos as the feast was prepared. Sundays became a day of deep connection—

spiritually and socially. So much so that eighteen years later we remain good friends. It is 

my joy that she is here visiting today! 

 

What about you? What experiences of belonging and connection have you felt in religious 

communities? In our community? According to religion scholars, Holly Catherton Allen and 

Christine Lawton Ross, “belongingness” is an important human need. They write, “Healthy 
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belongingness offers support for people in difficult situations, release from shame through 

forgiving grace, and opportunity for authenticity.” 

 

Such belonging is not easy to come by—to be supported in tough times, held through our 

vulnerabilities and failings, as well as embraced for our authentic selves! That’s a lot. It’s a 

lot of goodness and freedom for people who are wobbly, broken, and, sometimes just plain 

weird.  At their best, religious communities like ours can be places of connection, healing, 

and being our full selves.  

 

And yet, too often, people have not felt a sense of connection or belonging. Maybe they look 

around the room and do not see anyone “like me”—or do not see anyone “like me” up front 

leading. Maybe the “vibe” is off—too formal or too casual. Maybe the language or the music 

they hear doesn’t connect . . . or even puts them off.  It doesn’t feel like a place for them.  

 

While we may not be able to be all things to all people, as Unitarian Universalists, we do 

hold strong commitments to respecting the differences between us. Author bell hooks 

writes, “Beloved community is formed not by the eradication of difference but by its 

affirmation, by each of us claiming the identities and cultural legacies that shape who we 

are and how we live in the world.” Living as a community that embraces differences is not 

easy, but it is also central to cultivating a deep sense of belonging—of being seen for who 

we are and feeling welcomed in.  

 

Of course, there are many kinds of identities and differences that we could explore. Today, I 

want to focus on the difference of age. As a congregation, we are a community of people 

from 1 to over 100 years old . . . as well as every decade and generation of life between.  

 

Really, there are very few places like us left where we gather with a full range of ages. This 

is an extraordinary gift for us all. We get to connect with and belong together with all the 

ages, experiences, and questions of life’s journey. We get to be both teacher and learner as 

we encounter people younger or older—and different—than us.  

 

And yet, this precious gift also comes with a very important challenge:  are we in fact 

creating a culture and an institution that welcomes and supports people of all ages? Are we 

appropriately balanced in who is supported by our ministries—from pastoral care to 

education to social action? Are we balanced in who is leading us and who is benefiting from 

decisions about our worship, our building use, our staffing, and other shared resources?  

 

Recently I heard a description of culture as “the way things work”. How do things work 

around here? For whom are the working? For whom are they not working well? Are there 

https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/296642-beloved-community-is-formed-not-by-the-eradication-of-difference
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parts of our culture that sends messages to folks of a particular age or stage of life that they 

do not ‘really’ belong here?  What does First Parish look like from a kid’s point of view? 

 

As you’ve heard me say before, the demographic trend is away from religious affiliation, 

especially for younger adults. Such statistics might be demoralizing if we did not believe 

that we had something to offer folks. 

 

And, I for one continue to believe in the importance of multigenerational communities. The 

wonder of life is not expressed in just one way—different ages and experiences of life can 

teach us all something about what it means to be human and to make our way in this world. 

Our experience of life is richer when we share it with those of different generations and 

those in different stages of life. As a congregation, we exist not just for any one group, but 

for all of us.  Part of our stated vision is to be a “vibrant, multigenerational community.”  

 

So how do we do this? How do we create a place of belonging for all ages? How do we avoid 

being adult-centric or just “my parents church”? How do we engage the needs of families 

who are already juggling sports and other weekend commitments? How do we balance the 

needs of all ages—not just “kids and adults,” but also adults of different generations and 

preferences?  

 

Because by their nature these are questions for all of us, I want to hear your thoughts. You 

will find sticky notes in the order of service. I’d like you to take a minute to jot down your 

ideas. After you have jotted down some thoughts, please turn to your neighbors and share 

your ideas. After a few minutes, I will gather us back together.  

 

[After open conversation, ask people to pass in their sticky notes to be posted in the Vestry. 

Ask folks to please review the ideas during Coffee Hour and indicate the ideas you like too!] 

 

For centuries, First Parish has gathered as a multigenerational community. For centuries, 

First Parish has responded to the wider cultural shifts to meet the needs of the whole 

community. Today we continue to live out what it means to be a vibrant, multigenerational 

religious community in the 21st century. We may not know all the answers, but we can 

listen to and learn from each other as we explore together. Thank you for your engagement, 

your caring, and your love for this community. 

 

Amen. 

 


